
Mental health on the coast seems to be broken by design. 

I was the first client for RCS when they got the contract for mental health services on the coast. 

I watched the first supervisor for adult mental health services on the coast come in with a team of four and do her job 

well, Seemingly making MCHC look bad. 

I was able to move forward, get housed and was looking towards becoming a productive member of society, until 

“altered services“, seemingly making MCHC look bad. 

Seems the RCS Supervisor got in trouble for doing her job, hands, “altered services”It does not seem they want 

anything that will work on the coast, anybody trying to actually provide real Services gets in trouble. 

I do not understand the actions of RcsI do not understand the actions of RCS considering the fact that they have 

invested a lot of money and helping me get on my feet and then pull the rug out from underneath me forcing a 

crash, considering the fact that they have invested a lot of money and helping me get on my feet and then pull the 

rug out from underneath me forcing a mental crash. 

I am without Services here on the coast, because they don’t not really exist anymore. 

After being on the payroll for MCHC running the emergency weather shelter I am without Services here on the coast, 

because they don’t not really exist anymore.(x2) and them keeping me homeless because I would not lie and cheat 

about Cannabis. 

I have been through eight Patients Rights advocates, disability rights of California denied me then came here to Fort 

Bragg and defended  MCHC on a permit issue, then denied me again. 

Which is how I ended up at RCS  

Seems the supervisor got in trouble for doing her job, hence, “altered services“. 

I would have made a great success story. 

It does not seem they want anything that will work on the coast, anybody trying to actually provide real Services gets 

in trouble. 

I have been complaining for well over a year and a half to RCS administration in Ukiah and get a lot of communication 

blackout. 

I had a meeting with Dan Anderson and his coastal team. 

He told me I would have to apologize to staff for giving the mental health issues. 

I told him I wouldn’t, they need to apologize to me and told him how I was giving them mental health issues. 

I was asking them how they would like it if I was to do that to them, I was asking them how they would like it if I was 

keeping them suppressed, push them out, deny them services?, while I was telling them they where getting a lot of 

services while they where begging for real services. 

There is so much more over the past 6 1/2 years. 

There is so much more over the past 6 1/2 years. 

Like I said, I have tried, eight patients rights advocates, disability rights California, ACLU, various attorneys and a lot of 

meetings. 

I guess what I’m trying to say, is the mental health system on the Coast is broken intentionally. 

 

Richard Mack 

 


